YouTube Player

The YouTube Player displays YouTube video from the Stanford Medicine YouTube channel or your other related content channel. This component is the 'window' to the video - all the video content controls are performed within YouTube.

Features

• Video Type
• Quick import using video ID
• Single and playlist options

Pro Tips

• Use YouTube for video content cleared for public consumption
• For multiple videos on a single page, try the playlist option
• YouTube has privacy, cc and analytic features
• Video scales to fit the column space
• The External iFrame component can work for video not on YouTube or MediaSpace
YouTube Player Legend

A. Individual Video
   - Selected as the video type.

B. UwtyWH51Kf4
   - The YouTube video ID.

youtube.com/watch?v=UwtyWH51Kf4

Display Options

- Auto Play
  - Recommended. Intrudes on user preferences.

- Show closed captions by default

Closed Captions

- Optionally set the player text and closed caption to a language using a language code.
  - Defaults to English (en). You must first upload the language file to your YouTube video.